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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this paper is to study the structure of the matrix semigroups 
defined by unitarily invariant norms and, equivalently, those defined by arbitrary 
ellipsoidal norms. Among other things it is found that when an element of such 
a semigroup has a semi-inverse, the semi-inverse is unique, and, in the case of unitarily 
invariant norms, this is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse. The symmetric gauge 
functions that determine submultiplicative matrix norms are characterized, and 
these norms are related to the spectral norm. 
1. INTRODUCTIOK 
The reader is referred to [6] for standard definitions and notations. 
A matrix norm is unitariiy invariant if 
II~4l = II4 = IIAUII 
for any matrix A and all unitary matrices U. An example of a unitarily 
invariant norm is the s$ectral nom, lub A, defined by 
A submultiplicative matrix norm by definition satisfies 
IJABII d llAI/ IIBIJ for all A, B. 
* Present address: Longwood College, Department of Mathematics, Farmville, 
Virginia 23901. 
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Such a norm defines an algebraic semigroup with respect to matrix 
multiplication by 
{A: II4 d 11. 
Norms in this paper will be submultiplicative unless otherwise stated. 
Given an element A in a semigroup S, there may exist an element X 
in S for which A = AXA. If so, A is said to be regular. If in addition we 
have X = XAX, then A and X are semi-inverses. Since any matrix has 
a unique Moore-Penrose inverse, any matrix has at least one semi-inverse. 
However, a semi-inverse may not be unique, and it need not lie in the 
particular semigroup in question. The main result of this paper is that 
a regular element of a matrix semigroup determined by a unitarily invariant 
norm has a unique semi-inverse in the semigroup, namely the Moore- 
Penrose inverse. In the course of proving this result, we shall show a very 
strong connection between unitarily invariant norms and the spectral 
norm, and we shall demonstrate that the structure of the semigroup 
determined by a unitarily invariant norm is directly dependent upon that 
of the spectral norm semigroup. 
We will be making extensive use of certain equivalence relations defin- 
able on any semigroup. Known as Green’s relatiolas, they are as follows. 
Let a and b be elements of a semigroup S. Then a9b [aBb] if and only 
if there exist x and y in S such that xa = b and yb = a [ax = b and 
by = a]. Also, a.9b if and only if there exists c in S such that a9c and 
cab. Finally, a%b if and only if aS?b and a@b. 
In what follows, let L,[R,, D,, H,] denote the Z-[W-, 5%, 3-Iclass 
containing the element a of S. The following results may be found in [l]. 
THEOREM 1.1. (a) An Z-class containing an idempoted is a subgroup 
of S. The S?-classes of a semigrotip which are themselves groups are precisely 
the maximal subgroups of the semigroup. If two %-classes in the same 
S&class aye groups, they aye isomorphic. 
(b) If a and b aye in S, then ab E R, fl L, if and only if R, n L, contains 
an idempotent. 
(c) An Z-class Hb contains a semi-inverse of a if and only if both 
R, n L, and R, n L, contain idempotents. The element a has a unique 
semi-inverse in S if and only if L, and R, each contains one and only one 
idempotent. 
The singular values of a matrix A are the nonnegative square roots of 
the eigenvalues of A AH. It is known [5, p. 441 that the spectral norm of 
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a matrix is the largest singular value of the matrix. This is a special case 
of a theorem implicit in [6]. 
THEOREM 1.2. If /IA /I is a unitwily invariant matrix norm, there 
exists a symmetric, monotonic vector norm C+(X) (called a symmetric gauge 
function) such that I[A 11 = d(,ll,. . . , A,), where A,, . . . , A, aye the singular 
values of A and aye considered as elements of n vector. 
Theorem 1.2 shows the important role singular values play in unitarily 
invariant norms. The singular value decomtposition of a matrix will be 
quite helpful. It is known [5, p. 311 that for any matrix A there exist 
unitary matrices U and V such that A = UAVH, where A is the diagonal 
matrix of singular values of A. Let A have nonzero rank k. By taking 
columns of the unitary matrices, U and V can be regarded as n x k 
matrices, each having orthonormal columns, and A as a k x k nonsingular 
matrix. 
Throughout the paper, I, denotes the identity matrix of order k, and 
E, denotes the n x k matrix having Ik as the first k rows and 0 elsewhere. 
The symbol (X, Y) denotes a partitioned matrix with X representing the 
first k columns, Y the last n - k columns. Diag(X, Y) stands for a block 
diagonal matrix. 
It will be assumed in the paper that matrices are nonzero unless 
otherwise specified, the case A = 0 being trivial. Indeed, the zero matrix 
is in the semigroup determined by any norm. It is its own semi-inverse and 
satisfies the Moore-Penrose equations. 
Z.STRUCTURE OFTHE SPECTRAL SEMIGROUP 
In this section lub A will denote the spectral norm, ljx/I the Euclidean 
vector norm, and .Y the semigroup of matrices each having spectral 
norm not greater than one. We will characterize the Green’s relations 
on Y and show that each regular element of 9 has precisely one semi- 
inverse in Y, namely the Moore-Penrose matrix inverse. We begin with 
the Green’s relations. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A and B be elements of 9. The following are equiv- 
alent. 
(1) A_YB [Ai%‘B]. 
(2) There exist singular value decompositions A = UA V* and B = 
WAZHforwhzichA=AandV=ZIA=AandU= W]. 
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(3) There exists a unitary matrix Y such that A = YB [A = BY]. 
(4) AHA = BHB [AAH = BBH]. 
Proof. The proofs for the y-relation will be given; results for the 
C&relation are dual. 
That (2) implies (3) is easy; take Y = UWH. That (3) implies (1) is 
trivial by the definition of the Z-relation. Also, that (3) implies (4) is 
trivial. 
The proof that (1) implies (2) is more difficult. The proof is done in 
three steps. First, we obtain a unitary matrix +CJ that relates 2 and V. 
Next, we show A = A. Finally, we prove that Sz commutes with A. 
By the property of submultiplicativity, A2’B implies lub A = lub B. 
Without loss of generality, take lub A = 1 = lub B. Also, it is easy to 
see that APB if and only if (MANH)9(MBNH), where M and N are 
any unitary matrices. Since the singular value decomposition gives a way 
of diagonalizing any matrix, we may take either A or B to be diagonal. 
Note that if AYB, then rank A = rank B. Let singular value decomposi- 
tions of A and B be 
A = UAVH = (u,,. . ., uk) diag(1, cla,. . ., tck)(ul,. ., vJH, 
B = WAZH = E, diag(1, /In,. . ., /Jk)EkH, 
where 1 >, ue >, - - - > cck and 1 3 /3e >, * * - > Pk, and where the ui[vi] 
denote the columns of U[V]. 
Since AL?B, it is straightforward to show that the spaces spanned by 
the columns of V and E, are the same. Hence there exists a nonsingular 
matrix s2 such that 
VQ = E,. 
Since V and E, each has orthonormal columns, Sz must be unitary. 
Let X and Y be matrices in Y for which XA = B and YB = A. These 
equations imply 
XUA = E,AQH, (2.1) 
YE,A = UAQ. (2.2) 
Let Q = XUA. Equation (2.1) implies that 
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We next show that Q”Q = AZ. 
From the definition of Q, 
Q”Q = (XUA)H(XUA) 
Wl Hwl a2w1 Hw2 . . . ap+Y~ 
a2w2Hwl as2wsHws * - * a2akw2Hwk 
= 
’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*..... 
akwk HWl UkC(.2WkHW2 ’ ’ * Uk2WkHW k I 
where wi = Xu+ Note that by consistency, and since X E 9, IIwij < 
lIztill lub X ,< IIu~II = 1. 
Now Q”Q is Hermitian.. The trace of any k-dimensional section of a 
Hermitian matrix is bounded above by the sum of the m largest eigen- 
values of the matrix and below by the sum of the m smallest eigenvalues 
of the matrix. In particular, regarding ak2wkHwk as a l-dimensional section, 
pk2 < t(k2w,kHwk. Since ljze)k/l < 1, ,8k2 < c(k2. 
In exactly the same manner, by defining P = YE,A and using Eq. 
(2.2), we can obtain ak2 < fik2. Hence ak2 = Pk2 and wkHwk = 1. 
Similarly, by regarding the lower right corner of QHQ as a Z-dimensional 
section, we see that 
Pk2 + i$-, < a;_lwkH_lwk-_l + ak2wkHWk. 
Since pk2 = ak2 and wkHwk = 1, this shows 
8% < a*_ H w k 1 ‘. k lwk-1 k-1. 
Proceeding as before, we obtain p,“_, = C& and w~_,w,_i = 1. 
In like manner, ai = pi2 and wiHwi = 1 for each diagonal element of 
QHQ. Note this shows that A = A. 
We now have proven that the diagonal of Q”Q is A2 = 42. We next 
show that the off-diagonal elements of QHQ are zeros. 
Since QHQ is positive definite, the determinant of an m-dimensional 
section is bounded by the product of the m greatest and the m least of 
the eigenvalues of Q”Q. Regarding the lower right corner of Q”Q as a 
Z-dimensional section. we obtain 
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This yields 
where the superscript * denotes the complex conjugate. Therefore, 
w, 
H 
W&l = wk”_,w, = 0. 
Continuing in this manner, it results that all off-diagonal elements of 
QHQ are zero. 
We have shown that 
A2 = Q”Q = i2A2!SH. 
Thus A252 = QA2, which implies A0 = SZA. This says that 
A = UAVH = UAGEkH = USZdEkH = U&lEkH. 
Since D is unitary, (U.C2)AEkH ’ IS a singular value decomposition for A. 
This completes the proof of (2). 
Finally, we show that (4) implies (2). Let A = UAVH and B = WAZ” 
be singular value decompositions of A and B. The hypothesis implies 
A = A and the equation 
VA2VH = ZA2ZH. 
It follows that the column spaces of V and Z are equal. As above, there 
exists a unitary matrix D such that Viii = 2. We have 
VA2VH = ZAsZw = V&1252HT/‘H 
A2 = SAX’H, 
which implies that D commutes with A. As before, (2) follows. n 
The g-relation is a consequence. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A and B be elements of 9’. The following are 
equivalent. 
(1) A9B. 
(2) A and B have precisely the same singular values, incldng mdti- 
j&cities. 
(3) There exist unitary matrices U ad. V such that A = UBV. 
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Proof. That (1) implies (2) follows from Theorem 2.1, and that (2) 
implies (3) is immediate. For (3) implies (l), the matrix C = UHA satisfies 
the definition of the g-relation. n 
Let M and N be two Z-related members of 9. We have shown that 
there exist singular value decompositions M = UAVH and N = WA VN. 
It follows that an L?-class is uniformly determined by specifying a diagonal 
matrix of singular values and a conformable matrix of orthonormal 
columns, hence a matrix of the form AVH. Further, without loss of 
generality we may take V = E,. Then any matrix A in the same 5?-class 
can be written 
A = U(A, O)TE,T, 
where U is an 12 x n unitary matrix. We now obtain a necessary form 
for any matrix W in Y satisfying WM = N. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let B = (A, O)TE,T. Assume ATB, and let W be any 
matrix in Y satisfying WHA = B. Take A = (U,, U,)(A, O)TE,T as the 
singular value decomposition of A, where U1 is the first k columns of U, US 
the last n - k columns. Then W = (U,, U,P), where P is a conformable 
matrix with lub P < 1. 
Proof. In terms of the decompositions of A and B, (E,A, 0) = B = 
WHA = (WHU,A, 0), so E, = WHU,. Partition W = (W,, W,), where 
WI is the first k columns of W, W2 the last n - k. A particular solution 
for W*U, = E, is 
w = (W,, W,) = (Vi, 0). 
Then the general solution is 
I+’ = (W,, We) = (Vi + U,Q, u,P), (2.3) 
where Q and P are (n - k) x k and (n - k) x (n - k), respectively, 
matrices subject only to the restriction that W must be an element of Y. 
Now W is in Y providing none of its singular values exceeds one. We 
can find a simpler form for 
Eq. (2.3) verifies 
WHW 
But W E Y, whence 
W using this fact. Direct calculation from 
I+ Q"Q QHP 
zz 
PHQ I PHP 
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1 Z pWHW) b p(I + QHQ) = 1 + p(Q"Q), 
where p denotes the spectral radius. Hence Q = 0 and W has the desired 
form. n 
We next characterize regularity in Y. 
THEOREM 2.4. An element A of 9’ is regular if and only if each singular 
valzce of A is either 1 or 0. 
Proof. Assume A to be regular. Let X in 9 satisfy A = AXA. 
Let A = UA VH be a singular value decomposition of A. Then A = AXA 
yields 
UAVH = UAVHXUAVH, 
A = AVHXUA, 
A-1 = VHXU. 
Hence A-l E Y. Since also A E 9, we have A = I. 
Conversely, calculation shows that A = A AHA, whenceA is regular. n 
Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 together say that there are exactly n nonzero 
regular &classes in Y, namely those determined by taking I,, 12,. . . , I, 
as the matrices of singular values. It is known [l, p. 271 that if there is an 
XEP’withA = AXA,thenthereis aYE9’withAYA = A, YAY = Y. 
Hence any regular element of 9’ has at least one semi-inverse in the semi- 
group. We now show that a regular element of 9 has precisely one semi- 
inverse in 9. We first must characterize the idempotent elements of 9’. 
THEOREM 2.5. A noNzero element A of Y is idemfiotent if and only if 
A = UU”, where U is an n x k matrix with orthonormal columns, and 
k is the rank of A. 
Proof. Let A = UA VH be a singular value decomposition for A and 
assume A2 = A. Then A is regular, so A = I,. Hence 
A = UVH = UVHUVH, 
which implies II, = VHU. Since the columns of V and those of U are 
orthonormal, V = U. The converse is trivial. n 
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COROLLARY 2.6. Every idempotent in Y is Hermitian. 
We are now able to complete the investigation of semi-inverses in Y. 
Let D, be the regular g-class determined by taking I, as the matrix of 
singular values. By Theorem 2.1 each &?-[3-Iclass in DI, is determined 
by an s x K [k x n] matrix U [V”] having orthonormal columns [rows]. 
Furthermore, each S&[_Y-Iclass in D, contains precisely one idempotent. 
Indeed, if an W-class is determined by the matrix U, then UUH is an 
B-related idempotent. Its uniqueness follows from Theorem 2.5. Let 
A be an element of D,. By Theorem 1.1(c), A has a unique semi-inverse 
A + in Y. The fact that A+ is a semi-inverse of A implies that AA+ and 
A+A are idempotents and therefore Hermitian. Thus, A and A+ satisfy 
the Moore-Penrose equations, and A+ is the Moore-Penrose inverse of A. 
Finally, we notice that AH satisfies the Moore-Penrose equations. We 
have proven the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.7. A regular element A of 9’ has a unique semi-inverse 
in 9, namely AH, and this is the Moore-Penrose matrix inverse of A. 
These results can be interpreted as a characterization of partial 
isometries in Y. A partial isometry is a matrix whose Moore-Penrose 
inverse is the conjugate transpose of the matrix. Theorem 2.7 shows that 
the partial isometries in Y are precisely the regular elements of Y. 
We continue our study of the spectral semigroup by characterizing 
the maximal subgroups of 9. By Theorem 1.1 it suffices to characterize 
an #-class containing an idempotent in each regular %class. Consider 
the S-class determined by I,. We will investigate the structure of the 
%-class containing the idempotent G = (Ek, 0). 
THEOREM 2.8. Let A be an element of 9’. Then AZG if and only if 
A = diag( U, 0), where U is a k x k unitary matrix. 
Proof. G = E,EkH is a singular value decomposition for G. Then 
A_YG [AS’G] if and only if there exists a singular value decomposition 
A = WEkH [A = EkZH]. It is straightforward to show that if such 
decompositions exist, one may take U to be the k x k leading principal 
submatrix of W to obtain the desired form for A. Conversely, if A has 
the desired form, take W = (U, O)T and ZH = (U, 0) to obtain ASG. n 
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In the interest of completeness, we mention that there is another 
Green’s relation which is frequently studied. This is the $-relation, 
defined by afb if and only if there exist c, d, e, and f in the semigroup 
such that a = cbd and b = eaf. It is known [3, p. 301 that if the semigroup 
is compact, then 9 = 9. It is easy to show, by use of the singular value 
decomposition, that any net in Y clusters in Y, and so Y is a compact 
semigroup. Therefore, the #-relation on Y yields no new results. 
3. ELLIPSOIDAL NORM SEMIGROUPS 
In this section we extend the results obtained for the spectral norm 
to semigroups determined by ellipsoidal norms. An ellipsoid is a body 
of the form PS, where P is a nonsingular matrix and S is the unit sphere 
determined by the Euclidean vector norm. It is known [5, p, 441 that 
a vector norm is defined by 
J(xI\ = min{Y > 0: x E v(PS)}. 
This vector norm in turn defines a bound norm lub,,A. Furthermore, 
it is known [5, p. 451 that for any matrix A, 
lub,,A = lub(P-lAP), 
where lub X continues to denote the spectral norm. 
THEOREM~.~. Let PS be an ellipsoid. The semigroup 9 = {A : lub,,A < l} 
is isomorphic to 9’. 
Proof. The mapping f(A) = P-lAP is the isomorphism. n 
The structure of B can now be determined from that of Y via the 
isomorphism. In particular, a regular element of B has a unique semi- 
inverse in 8. However, this semi-inverse need not be the Moore-Penrose 
inverse. Indeed, let A E B be regular and let 
P-lAP = UVH 
be a singular value decomposition. It is easy to see that 
A’ = PVUHP-l 
is the unique semi-inverse of A in 9’. Computation shows that AA’ and 
A’A are Hermitian if and only if PHP commutes with UUH and VVH, 
respectively. 
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For example, let P = diag(1, 1, 2) and define 
P-‘AP = (0, l/i/2, l/v+(O, l/2, 7/3/2), 
P-‘BP = (l/v% l/1/2, 0)T(1/2, v3j2, 0). 
Both A and B are regular. However, B has its Moore-Penrose inverse 
in 9, while A does not. 
Ellipsoidal norm semigroups provide examples of norms which have 
associated with them a unique semi-inverse which is in general different 
from the Moore-Penrose inverse. 
4. UNITARILY INVARIANT NORMS 
In this section II/I / / will d enote a unitarily invariant norm, [Ixjl, the 
Euclidean vector norm, and lub A the spectral norm. We begin by 
establishing a relationship between lub A and 1 IA / /. 
THEOREM 4.1. Every mitarily invariant nom is consistent with the 
Euclidealz vector noma. 
Proof. It is shown in [5, p. 421 that a vector norm V(X) with which 
(IA 11 is consistent can be defined by fixing an arbitrary vector a # 0 and 
setting 
Y(X) = IIxaHII. 
In particular, fix a vector a of unit length. We now show that V(X) is 
proportional to / 1x1 Is. 
Since llA)I is unitarily invariant, it can be expressed as a symmetric 
gauge function 4 of the singular values of A. Now xaH has (8~)1/~ as its 
nonzero singular value. Hence 
V(X) = ilxaH/l = c#J((x~x)~‘~, 0,. . ., 0), 
= l~+$(I> 0,. . ., 0). 
Since /IA)1 is consistent with V(X), 
+(I> 0,. . .> O)IIAxlls = +W, 
G Il4bw 
= p// llqs$(l, 0,. . .> 01, 
which implies IIAxII~ < jIA(l IIxIIS. This completes the proof. n 
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The spectral norm, being the bound norm defined by the Euclidean 
vector norm, is the smallest matrix norm that is consistent with IIxj Ia. It 
follows from Theorem 4.1 that for any unitarily invariant norm \\A 11, we 
have 1ubA < llAl\ f or all matrices A, whence {A : 1 \A 11 < l> is a sub- 
semigroup of S. 
Von Neumann [6, Theorem II] proved a partial converse of Theorem 1.2. 
LEMMA 4.2. A symmetric gazcge function defines a unitarily invariant 
generalized matrix norm. 
The above results may not hold for generalized unitarily invariant 
’ norms. For example, consider the norm defined by 
where Ai, &., . . . , A, are the singular values of A. Not only does 1 IA ) ) 
fail to be consistent with IIxlls, but also I\~y~(j < lub(xf) for any nonzero 
rank one matrix. 
We now determine which unitarily invariant generalized norms are 
submultiplicative. The following notation will be helpful. Let a = 
(aI, az,. . . , a,) and b = (PI, &, . . . , p,). Define 
n (4 2 n (4 if and only if Aai > filP,. k = 1, 2,. . . , n, 
2 (a) > 2 (b) if and only if i ai > 2 fir, k = 1, 2,. . . , n. 
i=l i=l 
THEOREM 4.3. Let + be a symmetric gauge function. Then (IAl) = 
$@I, 2%. . . > A,) is wbmulti~licative if and only if &l, 0,. . . , 0) > 1. 
Proof. First, if (jAl\ is submultiplicative, then 
+(I, 0,. . *, ‘4 = IL% (-WI = IL% O)“ll 
< llG%, o)p = +o, 0,. . .a wjv, 0,. . *, O), 
which implies 1 < $(l, 0,. . . , 0). 
Conversely, assume +(l, 0,. . . , 0) 2 1. Let A, B, and AZ3 have vectors 
of singular values a = (al,. . . , a,J, b = (PI,. . . , p,), and c = (~1,. . . , y,,), 
respectively, where the elements within each vector are written in descend- 
ing order of magnitude. We must show that \lABll < IjAIl IIBII; i.e., that 
+(c) < +(a)#+ 
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To show this, it suffices to prove that 
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Indeed, since &l, 0,. . . , 0) > 1, and since C$ is monotonic, 
, a&) < +(aA a&2,. . , a#J, 
= al+(b), 
< +(al, 0,. , O)qW), 
< wd44. 
Let pi = aiDi and let $J = (pi,. , p,). A. Horn [4] has shown that 
n (c) G n(P). It h as b een proven by Ky Fan [2] that if 2 (c) < 2 (@), 
then q%(c) < c#J($) for any symmetric gauge function c$. We now show 
that n (c) < n (9) implies c (c) < c (P). 
for i = 2,. . . , a. Define 
4Yl,YZJ' . .>Yk) = y1 + yz + *** + y!c 
Then 
o(y1, Yn,. > Yk) = 71 + %lrll + *.* +%+/k-l. 
Since yr 3 yz 3 . . * 3 yT1 > 0, it is straightforward to show that the 
partial derivative of CJ with respect to each vi is nonnegative, whence cr 
is monotonically increasing in each of the qt. By Horn’s result n(P) 3 
n(c), so ci 3 vi. Therefore, 
This shows that c (c) < c (~5) and completes the proof. n 
We will now determine the structure of the semigroup defined by any 
(submultiplicative) unitarily invariant norm. As previously noted, any 
such semigroup is a subsemigroup of Y. In what follows, $ will be a 
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symmetric gauge function satisfying d(l, 0,. . . , 0) 3 1 and 1 IA 11 will be 
the norm associated with 4. The semigroup {A : 11-4 I I < l} will be denoted 
by %Y. 
The vector having 1 in the first K positions and 0 elsewhere will be of 
importance. Let fk denote this vector. Since 1 [A /) is submultiplicative, 
we have &f,) 3 1. Consequently $(fk) > 1 for k = 2,. . . , n by the 
monotonicity of 4. We know that lub A < I/A I/ for all A ; the next 
theorem shows that fk can be used to determine a stronger relationship 
between lub A and /IA I I 
THEOREM 4.4. &fk) = 1 if and only if IIA 1) = lub A for all matrices 
A of rank 1 through k. 
Proof. Assume $(f3 = 1. .Then +(fi) = 1, i = 1,. . ., k. Let A be a 
matrix of rank i < k, and let ill >, & 3 * * - > Ai be the nonzero singular 
values of A. Then 
Hence lub A = IIAll. 
Conversely, 
$(fk) = ll(& O)ll = lub(E,, 0) = 1. n 
Let us call a unitarily invariant norm a norm of class k if +(fJ = 1 and 
+(flc+l) > 1. The preceding theorem shows that if / IAII is of class k, the 
Green’s relations for the subsemigroup of @ consisting of matrices of rank 
not greater than K are identical with the Green’s relations on Y. The 
question of the structure of % for matrices of rank k + 1 through YZ will 
now be answered. 
Let A and B belong to @ with AZ’B. Just as in Theorem 2.3, take 
B = (d, O)TE,T, where m is the rank of A. We showed in that theorem 
that if W satisfies WHA = B, then 
WHW = diag(I,, PHP). 
In particular, W has m l’s among its singular values. Suppose k + 1 < 
m < n; i.e., suppose A and B have rank greater than k. Then 
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and we conclude that W cannot belong to il)/. Therefore, the _Fclasses 
of % involving matrices of rank greater than k are singletons. 
The previous results on the structure of Y can now be applied to @. 
In particular, the following information concerning semi-inverses in W 
can be obtained. Let 1 IA 11 bc of class K. For a matrix A of rank greater 
than k, no semi-inverse exists in “I/, since the 5 and g-classes collapse 
to points (unless A is its own semi-inverse, as would be the case for an 
idempotent matrix). If rank A < k, then lub A = $4 11, and we can 
consider A as a member of 9’. Then A is regular if and only if 1 IA I/ = 1, 
and a regular element A has the unique semi-inverse AH. 
The next theorem summarizes the above results. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let /IA 11 b e a udnrily invariant Norm of class k. 
(1) The Green’s relations on @ for the subscmigroup of %! consisting 
of matrices of rank not greater thax k aye identical z&h the Greez’s relations 
on Y. 
(2) The 9- and W-classes collapse to singletons for matrices of rank 
k + 1 thvough S. 
(3) If A E % with rank A < k, then A is regular if and only if I IA 1) = 1. 
Such nn element has the unique semi-inverse AH in @ and AH is the Moore- 
Penrose matrix inverse. If rank A > k, no semi-irlaerse joy A exists in @, udess 
A is its own semi-inverse. 
Several examples will now be given. Examples of class 1 norms are 
relatively easy to find, and the spectral norm is an example of a class 
FZ norm. Example 3 below shows how to construct norms of class 2 through 
(?a - 1). 
EXAMPLE 1. The Euclidean matrix norm, defined by 
JIA )I2 = trace(AAH) = A,2 + . . . + 1,2. 
This norm is of class 1, for +(f,) = 1 + 1 = 2. Therefore, the semigroup 
of matrices with Euclidean norm not greater than one has a nontrivial 
B-class structure only on the subsemigroup of rank 1 matrices. 
EXAMPLE 2. The norm defined by 
l/Al/ = $(&, ?,,, . . , 2,) = 2 lub A. 
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Since c#J(/,) > 1, this is a submultiplicative unitarily invariant norm. We 
might call it a norm of class 0, for it agrees with the spectral norm only 
on the zero matrix. Every _Y- and W-class of such a norm is trivial. 
EXAMPLE 3. Define 1 IA / / by 
IIA ) / = $qL &, . ‘, A)> 
= max{ max (A,), max (l/2)(1, -t irj + &)}. 
l< j<n l<i<j<k<n 
It is straightforward to show that C$ is a symmetric gauge function. More- 
over, 
4(/i) = I = d(fz.)> 
while 
4(/s) = (I/2)(3) > I 
Therefore, JJA /I is a unitarily invariant norm of class 2. 
A similar technique can be used to construct norms of any desired 
higher class. 
The author wishes to express his’deep appreciation to Professor A. S. 
Householder for his direction of the dissertation, written at the University of 
Tennessee, upon which this paper is based. Also Professor Robert Plemmons 
called the author’s attention to (4) of Theorem 2.1. 
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